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Listed win for Thunderous
HE exciting Thunderous, pictured
above, landed a hat-trick in
tremendous style at Newbury on

August 17, following up wins in novice
company at Doncaster and Redcar with
an impressive success in the Listed
Denford Stakes. 

The Night of Thunder colt, owned by
Highclere Thoroughbred Racing’s George
Stubbs Syndicate, was running on soft
ground for the first time at Newbury. He
was one of five runners for this seven-
furlong event, and looked to face stiff
opposition from another Night of Thunder
colt in Sun Power, runner-up in Ascot’s
Pat Eddery Stakes at the end of July.

Franny Norton took the ride on
Thunderous. His Kingsley Park
stablemate, the filly Frankel’s Storm,
made the running under P J McDonald,
while Thunderous raced prominently on
the far side, tracked by Sesame Birah.
Hitting the front with just over a furlong
to travel, Thunderous kept on well and

was fully in control passing the winning
post. Sesame Birah finished second,
beaten a length, with Sun Power a neck
away back in third.

Assistant trainer Jock Bennett was at
Newbury and was delighted with the
colt’s performance. 

“It was a very good run,” he told the
Klarion. 

“We weren’t 100% sure that he would
handle the ground, but we thought his
action might go through it, and it did. I
thought it was a tough performance.”

Consideration

Connections will now map out the next
step in the colt’s campaign, with Group
options at both seven furlongs and a mile
under consideration. The colt, purchased
by John and Jake Warren for 70,000gns as
part of Book 2 of Tattersalls October
Yearling Sale last autumn, is out of the
Dalakhani mare, Souviens Toi, who won

T over 10 furlongs but clearly stayed a mile
and a half. It may be that the mile option
will be followed sooner rather than later.

The Denford Stakes was formerly  the
Washington Singer Stakes. Originally
named after the prominent racehorse
owner and philanthropist Washington
Singer, who owned Classic winners, the
race was renamed the Denford Stakes in
2017. Mark has won the race on three
previous occasions – with Dubai’s Touch
in 2006, with Cry of Freedom in 2008
and with Somewhat in 2013. Over the
years, the race has been won by some
high-class horses, Rodrigo de Triano,
Haafhd and Lammtarra to name but three.

The run saw Thunderous introduced
into the betting for next year’s 2,000
Guineas at 33/1. That may be an
ambitious target at this stage, but this
unbeaten colt is clearly a useful prospect
and it will be fascinating to see how he is
campaigned in the weeks and months to
come.


